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Customer challenge

Solution area

Meet that challenge with 
SAP Ariba

Implementation information

Experience key benefits

Prerequisites and Restrictions

Ease of implementation      
Geographic relevance

Low touch / simple
Global

SAP Ariba Buying with guided buying capability

SAP Ariba Buying and Invoicing with guided 
buying capability

This feature is automatically on for all customers 
with the applicable solutions but requires customer 
configuration.

Customer must enable the following parameters in 
guided buying:

PARAM_ENABLE_NEW_OBO_UI
(Optionally) ENABLE_ON_BEHALF_OF_CRITERIA

Guided Buying functionality must be configured. This 
functionality is only available in Guided Buying.
Requires the Guided Buying Capability with SAP Ariba 
Buying (2NV) integration scenario to SAP S/4 HANA. 

When a preparer starts requests on behalf of a user, 
plant, purchasing unit or company code, only part of 
the organizational data needed to buy for another 
entity is defaulted. They may not find the right set of 
preferred or qualified suppliers and errors might 
occur on the checkout screen due to inconsistent 
organizational data. 
When a preparer tries to change a requester or 
organizational data in the middle of a purchase, the 
items added to the purchase requisition may not 
match the right purchasing context. This could lead 
to confusion and frustration as the preparers might 
need to fix errors on the checkout screen. 

Preparers are currently not given the flexibility to set 
the purchasing context.

When users buy on behalf of other users or 
locations, they can now change additional 
business entity values such as company code, 
purchasing unit, purchasing organization, plant, 
or ship to address. 

Adding the ability for users to update purchase context 
data such as company code, purchasing unit, plant, 
etc. at the time for Buy On Behalf Of reduces the 
chance for errors on the checkout screen. It also 
makes sure users are presented with the correct items 
and suppliers for the BOBO purchasing context.
This will improve the user experience and reduce user 
frustration in BOBO scenarios.
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OBO user scenario
Users are allowed to change purchasing context for OBO user scenario.
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OBO company code scenario
'Review information' section is added where users can check and update the purchasing context.
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OBO plant scenario
'Review information' section is added where users can check and update the purchasing context.
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OBO purchasing unit scenario
'Review information' section is added where users can check and update the purchasing context.
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If there are items in the user's cart when they start OBO process, the user is given the option to 
save the items to a requisition or discard the items.
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Users may hover over the banner to check the OBO context.
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Users are prevented from making changes to existing purchase requisitions and RFQs from 
'Your Requests' screen while OBO process is in progress.
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